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Kraftwerks is celebrating 30 years!
It has been three decades since the Kraft family took a lifetime of experience in materials handling
and started Kraftwerks. Back in 1990 they were, for the most part, a distributor and sales organization
for storage and materials handling equipment. Today Kraftwerks offers a multitude of services and
turnkey space and storage solutions to a plethora of industries. Kraftwerks would like to thank all of its
customers and vendors for their business and partnership over the last thirty years — it has truly been
an honor and we look forward to the next thirty years and beyond.

Optimal Organization with Rousseau
Rousseau Metal’s shelving, workbenches, and workstations are flexible — created with a modular, scalable design. Unrivaled in
both quality and durability, Rousseau’s heavy-duty drawers can accommodate capacities of up to 400 pounds per drawer and carry
a lifetime warranty on their sliding systems. They fit together easily to form complete systems, are designed to accept a wide range
of accessories, and will create an easy organization system for all those small parts.

Rousseau Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Vertical Lift Technology — Efficient, Ergonomic and Environmental
Hänel products — the Leanlift®, Rotomat®, and Lockomat® — have long been the name in vertical storage solutions; designed to
create a more efficient workflow and optimize storage space. Hänel’s other product, the Multi-Space®, offers an innovative solution
for your intralogistics. It has a 3-axis lift system and simultaneous horizontal and vertical movement, allowing items to be stored or
retrieved via the quickest route. Its intelligent energy management features allow energy consumption to be reduced to a minimum.
And like Hänel’s other products, it is designed to put the access point, which has an adjustable support rail, at an ergonomic level to
reduce workplace injuries. Kraftwerks has used Hänel products in countless applications over a broad range of industries — ask us
how a Hänel product can revolutionize your workplace.

Hänel Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Husky Pallet Racking
Husky Rack & Wire has a few things that are "industry standard” including:
Teardrop beam attachments — compatible with other teardrop pallet racks, adjustable to every two inches; and
Bowlock® safety clips — securely lock beams in place for increased safety.
What you may not know is they are:
Scalable and can be built up to 46 feet high;
Versatile, handling heavy pallets to small objects;
The only pallet rack manufacturer to produce its own wire deck;
Their rack guards feature heavy-duty, 8-guage, 2″ x 2″ square welded wire mesh welded into a heavy angle iron frames;
Their Aisle Shield provides aisle protection while keeping products fully visible and personnel safe; and
Made in America with U.S. high-strength steel.

Safety Article (courtesy of MHI)
Nine Things to Look at During a Rack System Inspection
By MHI Industry Group, RMI (Rack Manufactures Institute)

Husky Rack & Wire Video

How can Kraftwerks help?

Find out how Kraftwerks planned and equipped a 1st class service department — meeting a compressed timeframe.

Case Study: Van Bortel Subaru

Did you know that Kraftwerks can purchase products through Federal GSA and OGS State
contracts? Visit our website for pertinent contract numbers.
Learn More
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